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Terms and Conditions

The entire contents of Columbia International Affairs Online (CIAO) (TM) (including the User's Guide and other documentation) are copyrighted materials which are licensed to your institution for use subject to the terms of the accompanying license agreement; this is a limited license; you have only the specified use rights and all other rights are retained by Columbia University Press (CUP). You must treat this database and its contents like any other copyrighted material, such as a book or musical recording. Any other use, duplication, or distribution of this product or its contents in any medium and by any means violates applicable U.S. or international copyright laws, and may subject you to prosecution under penalty of law. No part of the content of this site may be framed within any other site without CUP's prior written permission. CIAO is operated by a non-profit publisher and is supported by grant monies. Misappropriation for commercial use or further distribution is strictly prohibited. By entering the site you are agreeing to these terms. The following are prohibited by law: any reproduction in any media except as licensed, any theatrical, televised, or public display or performance, including unlicensed transmission of any material over a computer network; the preparation of any derivative work, including the extraction in whole or in part of any material without the permission of the copyright holder.

Changed Terms:

Columbia University Press shall have the right at any time to change or modify the terms and conditions applicable to your use of CIAO or to impose new conditions with respect to such use. CUP shall have the right at any time to change or discontinue any aspect or feature of CIAO, including but not limited to content, functionality, hours of availability and equipment needed for access or use. Such changes, modifications, or additions shall be effective immediately upon notice thereof, which may be given by means including but not limited to posting on CIAO, electronic or conventional mail, or any means by which you obtain actual knowledge. Any use of CIAO by you after such notice shall be deemed to constitute acceptance by you of such changes, modifications, or additions. Licensee has the right to terminate within 30 days as the result of any material changes that the Licensee, in its sole discretion, believes adversely affects the value of the product. In this event, the Licensee has the right to a pro-rated refund of the current subscription per the date of termination.

Disclaimer of Warranty; Limitation of Liability:

Neither CUP, its affiliates, nor any third-party content providers or licensors makes any warranty whatsoever, including without limitation: that the operation of CIAO will be uninterrupted or error-free; or as to the accuracy, reliability, availability, suitability, quality, or operation of any information, software, or service provided on or accessible from CIAO. CIAO is provided "as is" without warranties of any kind, express or implied, including without limitation warranties of title and non-infringement and the implied
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Your use of CIAO is at your sole risk.

Indemnification

CUP shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless Institution, their officers, agents and employees from all damages, liabilities, costs, fees, including, but not limited to, attorney's fees, resulting from any judgement or settlement agreement arising out of the claim of a third party that CUP's license of products to Institution or Institution's use of said products constitutes an infringement of any patent, copyright, trademark, trade name, trade secret, or other proprietary or contractual right of any third party. NO LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SET FORTH ELSEWHERE IN THIS AGREEMENT IS APPLICABLE TO THIS INDEMNIFICATION. Institution shall give prompt notice of an infringement claim to CUP, provide such cooperation and assistance to CUP as is reasonably necessary to defend the claim, and shall allow CUP to have sole control of the defense, provided, however, that Institution retains the right to participate in the defense at its own expense.

License Agreement

Please return a signed copy of this license along with the registration form to Columbia University Press, CIAO, 562 W. 113th St., New York, New York 10025 USA.

1. License for Institutional Access

Subject to the terms and conditions of this agreement and upon verification of the information on the registration form and payment of the annual subscription fee of $1, Columbia University Press grants to the licensed Institution a one-year, non-transferable license for access to all materials included in Columbia International Affairs Online. An authorized signature on this agreement indicates that the Institution has accepted the terms of this license.

2. Copyright

Copyright of Columbia International Affairs Online is owned by Columbia University Press, except as noted otherwise on individual articles.

3. Access Terms

This license will cover access, during the calendar year for which the subscription fee has been paid, to the full database of CIAO material during that period, including tables of contents, abstracts, and full texts of current year and prior-year issues, and to all search capabilities bundled with the database.

Authorized users from an authorized IP address will have access to CIAO. Except as provided elsewhere in this Agreement, users not at an authorized IP address will not have
access to CIAO. There are no limits on the number of users from the Institution that may use CIAO at any one time. This license grants access solely to faculty (permanent or visiting), students and staff of the Institutions, and on-site users of the Institution's library and campus computer networks; the Institutions are responsible for undertaking reasonable measures to prevent access by unauthorized persons to its IP addresses.

4. Authentication

The parties shall cooperate in the implementation of additional security procedures as they are developed.

5. Multi-Campus or Consortium Access

This agreement permits the use of CIAO by authorized users of the following University of California campuses:

Berkeley
Davis
Irvine
Los Angeles
Merced
Office of the President
Riverside
San Diego
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz

Columbia University Press reserves the right to refuse to grant a license to any Institution claiming a range of IP addresses that, in the opinion of the Press, represents a campus other than those specified above.

6. Use of Columbia International Affairs Online

Any authorized user may search, download, and save material included in CIAO. Single printed copies of individual articles may be made for private use or research. Multiple copies may be made for classroom use, provided: that no charge is made for such copies, other than a nominal charge to cover the cost of reprography; that such copies are not made or distributed for commercial advantage; and that the copies bear the CIAO copyright notice.

A user may transmit hard copies or electronic copies of the materials to anyone who is not a user authorized under this license provided such transmissions are not on a systematic basis. Materials from CIAO may not be recompiled, manipulated, used to prepare derivative works, or published in another format without written permission from Columbia University Press.
The Institution will not be held responsible for unauthorized use of CIAO provided: such use is without the express or implied consent of the Institution; the Institution promptly notifies Columbia University Press of any such use of which it becomes aware; and the Institution takes all reasonable steps to cause cessation of such activity. The Institution agrees to cooperate with Columbia University Press in any investigation of such infringements or unauthorized uses. Columbia University Press shall have the sole right, at its expense, to bring any action on account of such infringements or unauthorized uses, provided that the Press will not bring an action against any authorized user without first consulting the Institution.

7. Inter-library Loan

Institutions may use hard or electronic copies derived directly or indirectly from the electronic edition of the publications for the purpose of inter-library loan with the same limitations that apply to paper copies for that purpose made from the print edition of the journals. Specifically, copies must be made in compliance with Section 108 of the Copyright Act of the U.S. and with guidelines developed by the National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU Guidelines), the text of which is available as part of U.S. Copyright Office Circular 21.

8. Disclaimers

Columbia University Press does not warrant that CIAO will be usefully accessible in every hardware/software environment. Columbia University Press does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of any information contained in CIAO, or its merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

Columbia University Press will have no liability to any person for any loss or damage arising out of use of, or inability to use, CIAO.

Columbia University Press shall use reasonable efforts to provide continuous service 7 days a week with an average of 98% up-time per month. The 2% down-time includes scheduled maintenance and repair. Scheduled down-time will be performed at a time to minimize inconvenience to customers world-wide.

9. Termination

The parties may terminate this license for substantial or material breach of the agreement by providing the Institution with written notice in paper or electronic form. No refund will be provided upon such termination.

10. Perpetual License

Upon termination of this agreement Columbia University Press shall provide Institution with one (1) complete set of CD-ROMs (or their equivalent at the Press’ option)
containing the content previously licensed by and accessible to Institution as of the date of such termination. Columbia University Press hereby grants to Institution a non-exclusive, royalty-free, perpetual license to use such content in accordance with the terms of Section 1 of this Agreement, which terms shall survive any termination of this Agreement.

11. Conditions Governing the Agreement

The invalidity of any provision of this license agreement as determined by a court of competent jurisdiction shall in no way invalidate any other provision hereof.

This agreement will be governed by the laws of the State of California and the United States of America.

FOR THE INSTITUTION

Name of Institution: University of California

Name of Authorized Signer (printed):

Signature: [TEXT DELETED]

Date:

Please return a signed copy of this license along with the registration form to Columbia University Press, CIAO, 562 W. 113th St., New York, New York 10025 USA.

[On Behalf of Columbia University Press: [TEXT DELETED]]

Date: July 18, 2000
Registration Form

Please return a signed copy of this registration form along with the site license to Columbia University Press, CIAO, 562 W. 113th St., New York, New York 10025 USA.

Organization Information. Please provide the name and address of the library, department, or institute that has paid for this electronic access. This information will be used to match this registration form with the correct subscription payment. If your subscription is paid through a subscription agency, please provide the name of the agent.

Organization: California Digital Library

Mailing Address: 300 Lakeside Drive, 6th Floor

City / State: Oakland, CA

Zip/Postal Code/Country: 94612-3550, USA

Subscription Agency (if applicable):

Institution Contact Information

Name:

Title: [TEXT DELETED]

E-mail:

Telephone:

Fax:
Site Information. This license grants access for institutions at ten geographical locations. Please provide the name and address of the institutions covered by this license. In the case of a university library, this would be the name of the university and location of its campus, not the name of the library.

**Institution:** University of California, Berkeley

Street Address:

City / State: Berkeley, CA

Zip/Postal Code/ Country: 94720 USA

**Institution:** University of California, Davis

Street Address: One Shields Avenue

City / State: Davis, CA

Zip/Postal Code/ Country: 95616 USA

**Institution:** University of California, Irvine

Street Address:

City / State: Irvine, CA

Zip/Postal Code/ Country: 92697 USA

**Institution:** University of California, Los Angeles

Street Address: Box 951361

City / State: Los Angeles, CA

Zip/Postal Code/ Country: 90095-1361 USA
Institution: University of California, Merced
Street Address: __________________________________________________________________________
City / State: ____________________________________________________________________________
Zip/Postal Code/ Country: __________________________________________________________________

Institution: University of California, Riverside
Street Address: 900 University Avenue
City / State: Riverside, CA
Zip/Postal Code/ Country: 92521 USA

Institution: University of California, San Diego
Street Address: 9500 Gilman Drive
City / State: La Jolla, CA
Zip/Postal Code/ Country: 92035 USA

Institution: University of California, Santa Barbara
Street Address: __________________________________________________________________________
City / State: Santa Barbara, CA
Zip/Postal Code/ Country: 93106 USA

Institution: University of California, Santa Cruz
Street Address: 1156 High Street
City / State: Santa Cruz, CA
Zip/Postal Code/ Country: 95064 USA
Institution:

University of California Office of the President

Street Address:

1111 Franklin Street, 7th Floor

City / State:

Oakland, CA

Zip/Postal Code/

Country: ~ 94607-5200 USA

Institution Contact Information (all locations):

Name:

[TEXT DELETED]

Title:

Resource Liaison

E-mail:

[TEXT DELETED]

Telephone:

[TEXT DELETED]

Fax:

[TEXT DELETED]
Network Information. Network addresses may be provided as a list or as a range of addresses; e.g., "128.135.*." or "128.135.1-20.". You may register as many IP addresses as necessary to describe the network in use at the site identified above. If it is more convenient, you may attach a separate page with this information.

Domain Name:

IP Addresses:
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